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Abstract 
A. Burroni, and later Y. Lafont, proposed a presentation of the monoidal category of finite sets 
with three generators and seven equations. We prove that none of these equations is superfluous 
by considering interpretations into monoidal categories. 
1. Introduction 
I. 1. Motivations 
Burroni [l] showed 
categories. From this, 
Penrose style [5,2]. 
how algebraic theories can be seen as presentations of monoidal 
one can obtain a way of representing calculus geometrically, in 
The monoidal category of finite sets with maps is crucial since it gives a way of 
managing variables of algebraic theories in this geometrical representation. 
This monoidal category can be presented with three generator morphisms satisfying 
a system of seven equations. (Notice that a far less natural presentation could be given 
with only two generators.) We prove here the minimality of this system. 
First, we recall this presentation (of the category of finite sets with maps) and then 
we give the different interpretations proving that each equation is independent from the 
others. 
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1.2. Category of finite sets with maps 
Let us consider the strict monoidal category defined as follows: 
l The objects are natural numbers (p is seen as the finite set { 1,. . . , p}). 
l The morphisms from p to q are maps { 1,. . . , p} + { 1,. . . , q}. 
The composition of morphisms is the usual composition of maps. The bifunctor 8 
is defined 
l for the objects by p @ p’ = p + p’; 
l for the morphisms by the coproduct of maps: 
for all cp : p ---f q and cp’ : p’ --) q’, the map $ = cp @ (p’ : p + p’ + q + q’ is given 
by 
$(i) = cp(i) for i = l,..., p and $(p+i)=q+cp’(i) for i= l,...,p’. 
As a bifunctor, @ satisfies the following two properties: 
(l)forallcp:p~p’,cp’:p’--tp”,~:q~q’and~’:q’~q”,wehave: 
(2) ZdP 8 Id4 = IdPBIQ. 
We can prove that this monoidal category is generated by the object 1 and the 
following three morphisms: 
p:2 + 1, 2:2 ---f 2 (with z(l) = 2 and r(2) = l), ?/:o + 1. 
These three morphisms satisfy seven equations: 
Al: clo(p@M)=po(G @p) 
A2: ,uo(rl@Id~)=Id~ 
Bl: r o T = Id2 
B2: (z@Zd~)o(Id~ @z)o(z@Zd~)=(Id~ @z)o(z@Id~)o(Zd~ @z) 
Cl: zo(p@Zdl)=(Idl @p)o(z@Zd,)o(ldl 8~) 
c2: zo(r/@Zdl)=Idl @r/ 
Dl: ,uot=/.l 
In fact, this is a presentation of the category of finite sets: if there exist two different 
expressions of the same map, then we can go from one to the other in using the seven 
equations and the rules satisfied by the composition law and the bifunctor (associativity, 
unit, properties (1) and (2)). This is proved in [ 1,3]. 
This presentation leads to a geometrical representation of maps. The three morphisms 
can be drawn in using the following three cells: 
P z Y 
Every finite map can be represented as a setting-up of those cells. The composition of 
maps corresponds to the vertical composition of diagrams. The bitinctor @ corresponds 
to the horizontal composition. Property (1) allows deformations of diagrams. 
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The seven equations are geometrically represented by 
349 
None of the three morphisms is superfhtous. Indeed, without ,u (resp. r, q) one 
can only generate injective (resp. monotone, surjective) maps. Now, a natural question 
arises: are some of the equations superfluous? 
In his article Burroni [1] gives three more equations: 
But these equations follow from the previous seven. For example, Eq. A3 can be 
derived as follows: 
Therefore A3 is superfluous. (C3 and C4 too.) 
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We are going to prove now that none of the seven previously given equations is 
superfluous: none of them can be derived from the six other ones. 
1.3. How to prove minimality 
There exist different ways of proving that an equation cannot be derived from the 
other ones. 
l A first method consists in counting cells without taking care of the way they are 
connected. For example, we notice that the number of cells p (or ?I) remains constant 
in all the equations except A2, therefore A2 cannot be derived from the others. 
Unfortunately, this method fails in giving any other result. 
l We can also consider complete rewriting systems (see [2]). But this method did not 
give any result. 
l Another way consists in finding an interpretation of symbols into a monoidal category 
such that all the equations hold for this interpretation except one (which would 
necessarily hold if it were derivable). 
We consider a monoidal category in order to have horizontal, vertical compositions 
and deformation laws of diagrams. 
We will use the latter method. We will consider interpretations into a category whose 
objects are finite sets, morphisms are maps (or partial maps) and the bifunctor is the 
Cartesian product. 
2. Interpretations into the category of finite sets 
We introduce a finite set X and we interpret each object n of the category seen 
above by X”. We have to find: 
p:x2 -+x, z:x2 +x2 and q:X” +X 
We obtain the first results by interpreting r by exchange: r(x, r) = (JJ,x). 
In this case, Eqs. Bl, B2, Cl, and C2 hold automatically and the remaining three 
equations give the following conditions to choose p and q: 
l Al forces p to be an associative law, 
l A2 forces rl to be a left unit for p, 
l Dl forces p to be a commutative law. 
Now, we can give interpretations. 
l Let X be {0,1,2}. We interpret q as 0 and p as the distance: p(x,y) = ]y - xl. 
All the equations but Al hold. 
l For A2, let us consider X = (0, 1) and take addition modulo 2 for interpreting ~1, 
and 1 for q. 
l For Dl, let us consider X = (0, 1) and take the second projection for interpreting 
p, and 0 (or 1) for q. 
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It is more difficult to find interpretations for p and z that prove the independence of 
the other equations. So, we implemented an algorithm exploring all the interpretations 
(for X containing 2, 3 or 4 elements.) This program extended the previous results in 
finding interpretations for two more equations. 
For example, to prove the independence of Bl, the program gave the following 
interpretations for r, p, and YI with X = (0, 1): 
t(x,y) = (x + ymod2,0), p(x, y) = x + y mod 2, yI = 0. 
For Cl, we can set X = (0, 1,2} and interpret r, 11, and v as follows: 
r(l,2) = (1,2), r(2,l) = (2, l), r(x, y) = (y,x) in other cases, 
&,Y) = mW,x + Y>, rj = 0. 
The program did not give any solution for the remaining two equations, at least for 
a cardinality of X lower than or equal to 4. The complexity of the problem is such that 
one cannot obtain a solution in a reasonable time for a large cardinality of X. Indeed, 
if X contains k elements, there are k ways of interpreting ye, kk2 for p and k2k2 for r, 
that is k3kz+1 interpretations to explore. Actually, we can truncate the research tree. 
First, the different elements of X play interchangeable parts so we can set the constant 
interpreting ‘I. Moreover, the equations give some constraints. For example, if Bl holds 
then z must be interpreted by an involutive permutation. Likewise, Eq. A2 sets the value 
of the function p when the first argument is the constant value interpreting q. But the 
complexity is still too high to allow consideration of large sets. 
Another solution consists in considering partial maps. The Cartesian product of two 
partial maps is defined for a given value if and only if the two maps are defined for 
this value. This gives a monoidal category. Thus, we prove the independence of Eq. B2 
in setting X = { - l,O, 1) and in interpreting cells as follows: 
~(x,y)=(y,x) if x=0 or y=O, z(x, y) = (-x, -y) in the other cases, 
~(x, y) = .r if y = 0, ~(x, y) = y if x = 0, 
~(x, y) is not defined in the other cases, n = 0. 
The independence of Eq. C2 is still to be proved. 
3. Interpretation into an appropriate finite monoidal category 
In noticing that C2 is the only rule allowing to generate an q cell at the far right of 
the diagram, we construct a category that reflects this property. 
l The objects are 0 and 1. 
0 1 0 1 
l There are 4 morphisms: 1~ 1~’ 10 11 
1 1 0 1 
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The object 0 corresponds to the object 0 in the category of finite sets, and 1 to all the 
other objects. The morphisms q and ye’ are the interpretations of diagrams containing 
an q cell at the far right. They are distinguished by their domain (0 for n and 1 for 
$). 0 is the interpretation of the empty diagram, and 1 is the interpretation of any 
other diagram. 
The composition of morphisms is given by the following equations: 
0 X 0 
10 0 If x lrl 0 
0 =lf 0 =lf 1 =lr 
If Y 10 0 Id 1 
Y 0 1 
1 X 1 
11 1 If x 14 1 
1 =If 1 =Jf 1 = Jr’ 
Lf Y 11 1 Iv’ 1 
Y 1 1 
The bifimctor is defined as follows: 
l on the objects 
{0,1)x {O,l> -+ {O,l) 
(4~) -+ min(l,x + Y) 
l on the morphisms by the following horizontal composition law. 
00 0 10 1 x 1 1 
lrllr = Is U- Ir = 1?’ -lf In’ = 14 
11 1 11 1 Y 1 1 
ox x 0 
lOlf = Lf *o& 
x 1 1 
If 11 = I1 
OY YO Y Yl 1 
1 0 
In interpreting ,U and r cells by L 1 and 4 cell by _1y1 , we get a translation of all 
1 1 
the diagrams into this category. Each equation holds except C2. 
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Indeed, the left part of Eq. C2 is translated as follows: 
0 1 
Ml 1 
1 1 
1 
which gives I1 
11 
I 
whereas the translation of the right part is: 
1 0 1 
11 IY which gives Lq’. 
1 1 1 
So, C2 does not hold for this interpretation. We conclude that C2 is independent 
from the other equations. 
Thus, we have proved that none of the seven equations can be derived from the 
others. 
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